Bird Names Lore Among Pennsylvania Germans
cranes of the world: 8. cranes in myth and legend - among the best sources of such information for
england and southern europe are the manuscript ... no bird to rest its head upon, eventually retired to the end
of the line, to place its head on the back of the trailing bird, which had previously supported none. ... cranes in
myth and legend . birds and bird-lore in the literature of anglo-saxon england - birds and bird-lore in
the literature of anglo-saxon england mohamed eric rahman lacey submitted for the degree of ph.d., university
college london ... between bird-lore and the lived experiences of birds in the anglo-saxons’ ... semantics of bird
names and old english taxonomy 25 introduction 25 theory and ... 4. the use of vernacular bird names as
book-names - the use of vernacular bird names as book-names. ... book-names, so much so that bird lore
seldom finds it necessary to use latin scientific labels. fortunately, bird lore abounds in ... among the english
book-names for birds; they are good names and have become stabilised by universal usage. south africa
occupational ritual, belief, and custom among the ovimbundu - at the foundation of economic life is
nature lore, which among the male ... another bird says, “where will the guests stay? where? where? where?”
this is an intimation that strangers will visit the village. ... personality and prowess of dead hunters whose
names they have received. animals in the traditional worldview of the yorÙbÁ - indeks - animals in the
traditional worldview of the yorÙbÁ ... the parrot is also regarded as a sacred bird among the yorùbá; they do
not kill it but try to domesticate it. in ritual performance, only a feather of the parrot is used, which the yorùbá
believe to be pos-sessed. the devotees of the deity oya consider it a taboo to eat the the pennsylvania
german society - journals - the pennsylvania german society by thjomas r. brendle* t he following account
of the origin of the pennsylvania (,er- ... among all united by the ties of a common ancestry. ... b3ird names
and bird lore aniong the pennsylvania germnans, by names in estonian folk astronomy – from ‘bird ... indeks - names in estonian folk astronomy – from ‘bird’s way’ to ‘milky way’ andres kuperjanov this article
offers an overview of the different names for the milky way and the accompanying beliefs and myths, based
on the mate-rial in the estonian folklore archives. astronomically speaking, the milky way is a big stellar
system – a galaxy. stories of the lenape people - swarthmore college - the creation of names transcribed and translated into lenape by julie ershadi ... (little bird hunts) by zack wiener temetet ok
memekas - (little wolf and butterfly) by margret lenfest ... was a great problem that arose among the people.
there was a certain charm—it was the tooth of a giant naked bear. when you had this tooth, you could ...
contributions of frankg. speck (1881-1950) to ethnobiology - paper on bird-lorewas devoted to such
studies among the penobscot, malecite, micmac, and the abenaki. he learned that about one-thirdof the
names of birds were derived from their utterances, while the remainder were derived from descriptions of the
bird (1921). a similar study on reptile-lore among these northern indians, and including
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